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To,
he ED, B&S Asset

ONGC, WOU,
Vasudhara Bhavan,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai 400051.

Subject: Irregularities in catering services in Sagar Laxmi
Process platform.

Respected Sir,

We are in receipt of a letter from our members of Sagar Laxmi
Process Platform concerning irregularities of catering services of
Sodaxo, please find copy enclosed, along with the copies of
complains noted in the complain register for your perusal and
necessary action, and arrogant behavior of Onboard Catering
Manager, a copy of the complaint from our Doctor is also
enclosed.

Failure in proper catering services of SODAXO in Sagar Laxami
is not in isolation, we have complains from all the assets, the
disturbing fact is the concerned OIM.is not ready to initiate any
action against the caterer, even after repeated complains are
brought to his notice, be it short supply, be it unbranded raw
materials, or be it sub standard cooking, this unfortunately
attributes to hand in gloves activity of the OIM with the caterer,
we may be completely wrong in our perception, hence your
authority is earnestly requested to have an personal overview of
the prevailing unaccommodating circumstances.

Most heinous activity has surfaced of the caterer i.e. dry fruits
that are given to the contractual employees are purchased back
and given to our regular employees which are normally found
with insects, even this complains are blanketed.



We are hard pressed by our members allover in offshore to
resort to direct action against the pedestrian services or call it
all round failure of SODAXO Catering services, if nothing
improves we will be forced to resort to Hunger strike .

•
Thanking You,
Yours faithfully,

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary
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